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KUWAIT: Finishing the week in a low volatili-
ty environment and well supported despite
the uncertainty resulting from the French
election, the latest price actions on the euro
currency seems to point to a potential muted
election result. The profit taking that hap-
pened in the precious metal markets also
seems to point that markets are underesti-
mating the downside risks in the immediate
aftermath of the first round mainly due to the
difficulty of understanding and pricing the
repercussion of a Le Pen or Melenchon win
for the European Project. 

The general narrative goes that even if Le
Pen makes it through to the second round, the
polls show that she loses in every scenario.
According to the latest surveys, if Le Pen
makes it to the second round, she would lose
65 percent to 35 percent against Macron. 

As we mentioned many times in earlier
communications, the ECB remains in a wait
and see mode for the election results to
unfold. If the elections do not yield an Anti-
European outcome, it is likely that the Euro
would rally supported by ECB tightening later
this year. If Le Pen wins the first round by a
relatively solid margin compared to her run-
ning mate, then a volatile environment is
likely to result in the next two weeks prior to
the second round. 

In other major events this week, US
Treasury Secretary Mnuchin was upbeat over
the new potential tax reforms. Mnuchin said
that “we’re pretty close to being able to bring
forward what is going to be major tax reform”
regardless of whether or not health care
reform gets done. Mnuchin also said that he
hoped passing such tax overhaul will not take
“till the end of the year”. Given the plan’s key
position within Donald Trump’s campaign
rhetoric and the previously failed health
reform, delivering the tax overhaul will be key
in affirming that the President does have what
it takes to deliver on campaign promises and
his fiscal agenda. Tied to this, market indica-
tions for a June rate hike rose and now stand
at 60.5 percent after Robert Kaplan, Dallas Fed
President, reiterated that he felt three increas-
es this year was still desirable. 

For now, US yields continue to slide since
the peak achieved in the beginning of 2017
and stand now at around the 2.24 percent on
the ten years. The low March inflation print
has however given the FOMC an inflation
problem. Indeed, despite the hawkish rheto-
ric from Dallas Fed, the drop makes it very
likely that the FOMC’s next inflation forecast
change is a downgrade resulting into a drop
of the next Fed dot plot release. In summary,
investors continue to shun the dollar on
expectations of a more dovish Fed and shift
to higher-yielding currencies despite global
political risks on the rise.  

On the foreign exchange side, the US dollar
also seems to be waiting as well for the elec-
tion result to point in either direction. After
starting the week under pressure following
President Trump comments over the dollar
strength, investors continue to dump the dol-
lar on the back of faltering economic data. 

Unsurprisingly the news of the snap elec-
tion in the UK was initially most felt in foreign

exchange with Sterling Pound rallying imme-
diately and closing 3 big figures higher or
+2.20 percent at $1.284, the highest level
since October 3rd. That was the biggest rally
for the Pound versus the Dollar since January
17th when PM May delivered what was large-
ly considered a fairly balanced Brexit speech.
The currency closed the week around the
1.2814 level. 

On the back of falling US interest rates, and
Japan reporting trade surplus, the Yen reached
extreme levels this week at 108.13 against the
US dollar. Given the weakness in the US data
as of late, and the move in US treasuries, the
Japanese Yen continue to well bid going into
the French election. The Currency closed the
week at the 109.10 level after Kuroda said the
BoJ will continue its very accommodative
monetary policy and maintain the current
pace of QE for some time. 

In commodity markets, oil traded steady
this week following a more than 3.5 percent
fall in both benchmarks earlier this week as
doubts emerged over the effect of an effort
led by the OPEC to cut production by almost
1.8 million barrels per day during the first half
of the year.

According to newspapers, a number of
major crude-producing countries reached an
initial agreement to extend output cuts as per-
sistently high stockpiles weigh on prices.
OPEC and other major suppliers have failed,
after three months of limiting production, to
achieve their target of reducing oil inventories
below the five-year historical average. 

Normalization risks
Vice Chairman Fischer downplayed this

week the risks of monetary policy normaliza-
tion in the US for the global economy. In his
opinion, current account deficits and inflation
expectations are in better shape compared to
the ‘taper tantrum’ episode across emerging
markets and commodities. Chinese growth
has also been stronger compared to last year. 

Fischer also commented that the US mone-
tary policy normalization would likely be
measured. “A gradual and ongoing removal of
accommodation seems likely both to maxi-
mize the prospects of a continued expansion
in the US economy and to mitigate the risk of
undesirable spill overs abroad.” 

Dallas Fed President Kaplan reiterated that
he thinks the median of three rate hikes this
year remains an appropriate baseline but that
the US central bank has the flexibility to wait
and see how the economy unfolds. New appli-
cations for US jobless benefits rose slightly
more than expected last week, but a drop in
the number of Americans on unemployment
rolls to a 17-year low suggested the labor mar-
ket continues to tighten. 

Split between modest and moderate
In its latest Beige Book, the Fed mentioned

that the “economic activity increased in each
of the twelve Federal Reserve Districts
between mid-February and the end of March,
with the pace of expansion equally split
between modest and moderate. In addition,
the pickup was evident to varying degrees
across economic sectors.” The Fed also noted

that “manufacturing continued to expand at a
modest to moderate pace, although growth in
freight shipments slowed slightly. 

Consumer spending varied as reports of
stronger light vehicle sales were accompanied
by somewhat softer readings in non-auto
retail spending

On a different front, the Philadelphia Fed’s
survey results suggested that regional manu-
facturing activity continued to expand in April,
but a slower than expected pace.

The Philly Fed said its index for current
manufacturing activity in the region fell to

22.0 in April from 32.8 in March, although a
positive reading indicates continued growth.
Market expectations were for the index to
drop 25.5. The bigger than expected decrease
by the index was partly due to a significant
slowdown in the pace of new orders growth,
as the new orders index tumbled to 27.4 in
April from 38.6 in March.

IMF turning more optimistic
The IMF raised global growth projections by

3.5 percent this year and 3.6 percent for 2017.
The higher growth forecast is attributed to
increasing oil prices, which boosted inflation
readings and supports economies that depend-
ent on commodity exports. The IMF expects the
US to grow by 2.3 percent in 2017, up from 1.6
percent last year on expectations of fiscal stim-
ulus. For China, growth is expected to come at
6.6 percent in 2017 and 6.2 percent in 2018. On
the other hand, the institution warned on low
productivity growth and high income inequali-
ty in advanced countries. However, the real
issues the IMF stated are escalating political
tensions, trade disagreements and the rise of
populism around the globe 

It is all about the French election
Less than two weeks to the first round of

the French elections, the dovish ECB rhetoric
and increased anxiety around the election are

the two main drivers of European price action
this week. Although a market friendly out-
come for the election could result in the cur-
rency moving back higher, the medium term
will depend largely on the ECB. 

For now, the elections polls will be the key
driver of the actions over the short term.
Macron and Le Pen remain neck and neck at
about 24 each for the first round, and the most
recent poll showed a win of Macron in the sec-
ond round. However with polls this close, mar-
kets are likely to remain on the edge for the
next three weeks.

Beginning of divorce
According to newspapers, Brussels has

begun to shut out British groups from
European contracts and will urge companies
in the UK to move to the EU. When awarding
direct contracts for research projects or servic-
es, the commission and its agencies will be
expected to take account of the fact that
Britain may be a “third country” within two
years. According to the report, “apart from the
legal requirement for a contracting party to be
established in the EU, there may be political or
practical reasons that speak in favor of con-
tracting parties established in a specific mem-
ber state, not only at the conclusion of the
contract, but also throughout the duration of
the contract.” 

After months of public assurances that a
Snap elections would not be on the agenda,
UK Prime Minister May on Tuesday announced
her intention to seek an early general election
on June 8. After debating, the Parliament gave
her the go-ahead. The justification according
to the narrative was the opportunity for extra
‘room to maneuver’ after 2019. Or as May put
it, a fresh mandate to take to Brexit negotia-
tions. So in summary, the general election will
take place on June 8. Markets took the news
with a positive twist allowing the currency to
strengthen. The problem remains with a dete-
riorating economy and uncertainty represent-

ing further risks for GBP; it seems as if the mar-
ket got ahead of itself in unwinding all the
negativity around the currency. 

Data released this week showed a larger
than expected jump in the number of jobs
added in Australia during March. The RBA April
meeting minutes however revealed a different
picture with the Bank expressing its worries
about the labor and the housing market. In
the minutes, the Bank mentioned that the
Labor market had “softened” and evoked more
concern that previous months. “Although for-
ward-looking indicators of labor demand con-
tinued to suggest an increase in employment
growth over the period ahead, this had been
true for some time without leading to an
improvement in labor market conditions”

Concerning the housing market, the RBA
said that “growth in housing credit continued
to outpace growth in household incomes, sug-
gesting that the risks associated with the
housing market and household balance
sheets had been rising”, but that it would take
some time to assess the impact of recently-
introduced measures aimed at taking some of
the heat out of the market

Japan’s healthy manufacturing 
Japan’s manufacturing PMI rose to 52.8 in

April from 52.4 in March. The data released
this week showed the activity in Japan
expanded at a fastest rate in 2 months largely
due to a jump in the new export orders.
Indeed, the index for new export orders rose
to 53.9 from a final 51.9 in the previous month.
The output component of the PMI index was
up at 53.6,up from 53.0 in March.

In a televised interview this week, BoJ
Governor Kuroda said that the BoJ will contin-
ue with its very accommodative monetary pol-
icy and maintain the current pace of QE for
some time. While acknowledging improved
growth prospects, he called the inflation rate
still quite slow, and cited risks to BoJ’s 2 per-
cent inflation goal if the yen appreciates.
Regarding the inflation goal, he admitted
there was still “a long way to go.”

Chinese growth  
China GDP data came in better than

expected, with aggregate growth at 6.9 per-
cent on a yearly basis in the first quarter of
2017. This compared to expectations of 6.8
percent, and a yearly growth rate of 6.7 per-
cent last quarter. The strong performance of
retail sales is likely support proponents of
China’s ongoing rebalancing. 

Even with the tightening in money mar-
kets, the overall credit supply into the econo-
my is clearly sufficient to continue to drive
growth. This is expected to remain the case
through to the key political transition in early
November. The threat to this is that rising
inflation, as implied in a nearly 5 percent GDP
deflator in this release, means that more tight-
ening has to come through sooner than the
market expects.

Kuwait
Kuwaiti dinar at 0.30445
The USDKWD opened at 0.30445 yesterday
morning. 

Le Pen, Macron, Fillon, Melenchon
NBK MONEY MARKETS REPORT

NEW YORK: In this evening Friday photo, an American flag hangs on the front of the New
York Stock Exchange. European stocks declined while most Asian markets rose Friday
ahead of the first round of voting in France’s closely watched presidential election. —AP

WASHINGTON: US consumers filed nearly
300,000 complaints last year about their
dealings with banks, credit card issuers
and other financial services companies.
Most of those complaints were compiled
and made available for anyone to see as
part of a database administered by the
federal government.

But Republicans working to overhaul
the financial regulation law known as
Dodd-Frank want to bar publication of
information from that database, which
industry groups have long criticized as
potentially misleading and incomplete.

“Is the purpose of the database just to
name and shame companies? Or should
they have a disclaimer on there that says
it’s a fact-free zone, or this is fake news?
That’s really what I see happening here,”
Rep. Barry Loudermilk, R-Ga., said at a
congressional hearing this month.

“Once the damage is done to a compa-
ny, it’s hard to get your reputation back,”
responded Bill Himpler, executive vice
president of the American Financial
Services Association, a trade group repre-
senting banks and other lenders.
“Something needs to be done.”

The exchange reflects what House
Republicans are thinking as they try to
make changes to Dodd-Frank, the law
passed in the aftermath of the 2008-2009
financial crises. Initially, GOP lawmakers
wanted to require that consumer com-
plaints be verified as accurate before they
were published. Now, members of
Congress want to prohibit publishing the
complaints entirely.

Rep. Jeb Hensarling, R-Texas, chairman
of the House Financial Services
Committee, has scheduled a hearing for
Wednesday to begin discussing the
Dodd-Frank replacement. The legislation
would relax some of the law’s financial
rules and give Congress and the White
House more control over the Consumer
Financial Protection Bureau, which runs
the complaints database.

That agency has published more than
730,000 complaints since launching the
database nearly five years ago. Complaints
are streaming in at a rate of more than
20,000 a month, but not all make it into
the database. Some people don’t fill out
all the required information. Also, many
complaints are referred to other govern-
ment agencies for jurisdictional reasons.

The information published includes
the date, the consumer’s ZIP code and the
company involved. It includes how the
company responded, whether it did so in
a timely way and whether the consumer
disputed the company’s response.

Disputed facts
The database has more than 130,000

complaints in which consumers shared a
narrative of their experience. Companies
select from among nine responses, such
as “Company disputes the facts present-
ed in the complaint ” or  “Company

believes complaint is the result of an
isolated error.”

The bureau does not verify whether
the complaint is valid before making it
public. Complaints are added to the data-
base after the company responds or after
the company has had the complaint for
15 days, whichever comes first.

Some groups are alarmed at the
potential changes. Consumers Union said
the database is a vital tool that can help
consumers make informed decisions. “It’s
not as if the CFPB is taking information
and putting it on the database without
some due diligence,” said Pamela Banks,
senior policy counsel for Consumers
Union. “Everything is transparent.

Everything is out in the open. People can
reach their own conclusions.”

She said “consumers should not be
kept in the blind” about trends that can
emerge from listing the complaints, and
that companies concerned about serving
the public should find the information of
great use. “In my mind, if you’re treating
consumers fairly, you would be eager to
see if there is a problem,” Banks said.

Detractors note that the Federal Trade
Commission maintains a database of con-
sumer complaints regarding data security,
deceptive advertising and identity theft.

The FTC does not publish those individual
complaints but makes them available to
law enforcement to assist in fraud investi-
gations. It publishes an annual summary
of top complaints without getting into
their details.

Kate Larson, director of the Center for
Capital Markets Competitiveness at the
US Chamber of Commerce, said it was “a
bit of a departure” from other regulatory
agencies for the bureau to publish  the
complaints and consumer narratives. She
said the Chamber has asked the bureau
on occasion to take down complaints the
Chamber considers inaccurate and to pro-
vide an appeals process, but that didn’t
happen. — AP

By Hayder Tawfik

Investors and businesses
don’t like uncertainty.
This is something

investors and the British
have lately taken in their
stride. Last year’s referen-
dum vote on Brexit have
somehow proved that may
be the British people have
made the right choice. UK
economic growth and economic fundamentals
have improved further since last year. 

Local and international investors have shown
that there is great value in UK assets. The financial
markets has withstood the storm and delivered
good performance for those who have ignored
the pessimists.  It is sometimes worthwhile invest-
ing when it comes to strategic issues that could
affect the future of any country. Here  are talking
about a great country with strong economic and
political fundamentals. Added to the uncertainty
of the Brexit negotiations is an early June election
that the British Prime Minster just called for to get
a clear mandate form the British people so she
can negotiate the terms of the Brexit on their
behalf and in favor of the British economy. The
June general election vote is the  fourth big vote
in as many years which sounds, on the face of it,
like a period of unprecedented political turmoil.
Yet this time investors and the financial market
seem not worried at all. 

On the news of the upcoming general election,
Sterling went up against most currencies. May be
Sterling’s strength is to do with the upcoming presi-
dential election in France than what might be the
outcome of the British election in June. Again, it is a
sign of investors’ confidence in the UK that they are
bidding up the British Pound than holding on to the
Euro. Part of this calm market reaction is undoubt-
edly is about the context of the Brexit negotiation.
The upcoming Brexit negotiations are the big
unknown hanging over the economy, and Theresa
May the British Prime Minister’s hands will be much
stronger if she gets a clear and strong mandate
from the British voters. Obviously this depends how
she will fair in the general election.  

Outcome clear
This June general election is probably going to

be fairly certain and the outcome is quite clear com-
pared with previous general elections. It is just a
case of by what margin the Conservative govern-
ment increases its majority rather than whether it is
going to be a hung parliament. As the latest opinion
polls show the sitting prime minster will win by a
huge majority in the coming June election. If it does

then it will allow Theresa May to have a stronger
mandate, it will allow her to push ahead with the
Brexit agenda a bit more easily. So, that might
reduce a little bit of uncertainty over the next cou-
ple of years as there is more chance of that getting
past unimpeded. Investors and businesses are too
happy to see Theresa May at 10 downing street with
a larger ruling majority and  a clear mandate to
negotiate on behalf the British people.  

Add to that the timing of the next election, and
forward-thinking economists can see a scenario in
which this election adds to long-term certainty,
rather than detracting from it. Without the snap
election, the government faced a vote in 2020,
which could have clashed with Brexit talks, assum-
ing a transitional period takes the negotiations to
beyond spring of 2019.

Having an election in 2022 would potentially be
after the transitional period, when on the previous
timetable an election in 2020 would potentially be
smack bang at the end of the negotiations. But the
apparent market positivity can also be attributed to
an acceptance of uncertainty as markets and busi-
nesses become more used to elections, and under-
stand how to face unpredictable events.

Looking back to June last year when the Brexit
referendum took place and just after the Yes vote,
most economists and forecasters anticipated a
slump with the Treasury’s analysis warning of an
immediate crash in Gross Domestic Product and
analysts were predicting a rapid slowdown in eco-
nomic activity. However, none of that happened.
On the contrary economic growth instead acceler-
ated. As the Prime Minister said when she
announced the snap election: “Despite predictions
of immediate financial and economic danger, since
the referendum we have seen consumer confi-
dence remain high, record numbers of jobs, and
economic growth that has exceeded all expecta-
tions.” That indicates that the wider public is
notably less worried about political uncertainty
than economists previously thought.

The British consumers are getting a bit used to
this now, all these referendums and elections that
they have been going through, have encouraged
consumer-focused businesses to invest in the past
year. But there could still be a knock to the economy
if the constant flow of major votes gives foreign
investors the idea that Britain is part of a global pic-
ture of electoral turmoil.

That picture itself could harm investment
prospects as companies fear an economic slow-
down, but price inflation has risen since the selloff
in Sterling of last year. Importantly for Britain’s inter-
national image is the performance of its neighbor.
The French election could create more uncertainty
than the British June election in particular for inter-
national investors. @Rasameel

Early British election can 
only be good for economy

Public window on financial 
complaints to close soon

WASHINGTON: This Feb 10, 2016 file photo, House Financial Services Committee
Chairman Rep. Jeb Hensarling, R-Texas listens on Capitol Hill in Washington.
Americans lodged nearly 300,000 complaints last year about their dealings with
banks, credit card issuers and other financial services companies, most compiled
and made readily available for anyone to see as part of a database administered by
the federal government. — AP


